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A ROBUST, PROVEN 
REVENUE SOLUTION

The easier, smarter way 
to manage billing
FlightYield simplifies and automates the 
aviation billing process. 

A sophisticated and purpose-built revenue 
billing tool, FlightYield provides the systems 
to support next generation airspace yield 
management. With FlightYield, you can have 
confidence your services are being billed 
correctly and enjoy less disputed invoices, 
resulting in faster payment cycles.

FlightYield provides:

 ⊲ accurate, comprehensive billing

 ⊲ patented data consolidation and data 
validation processes

 ⊲ data fusion ensuring every flight is 
charged (but no flight charged twice)

 ⊲ comprehensive reporting and analytics

 ⊲ customised invoices

 ⊲ integration with ATM, financial and other 
systems

 ⊲ peace of mind your billing will accurately 
reflect your charge policy.

Increase revenue,  
decrease costs
Using FlightYield, ANSPs can collect accurate 
revenue for their services and maximise return 
on their ATC investments. FlightYield helps 
ANSPs avoid these common legacy revenue 
systems issues:

 ⊲ inflexible policies

 ⊲ incomplete data

 ⊲ data entry errors

 ⊲ invoice delays

 ⊲ invoice disputes

 ⊲ payment delays.

These errors and inefficiencies result in loss 
of revenue, higher costs and poor cashflow. 
FlightYield can help you address these 
inefficiencies and maximise your return.

Maintain control of your revenue — 
no need to outsource collection and 
settlement.

How does FlightYield work?

FlightYield is a cloud-based service, designed 
specifically for ANSPs.

A secure FlightYield gateway is installed within 
each customer network to collect, filter and 
buffer source data from the surveillance, airport 
and flight planning systems. Data is transmitted 
to FlightYield application servers hosted 
securely in the cloud, where it is consolidated and 
validated. Flights are then processed using our 
sophisticated and granular charging rule engine.

Airways processes 99.5% of flights 
without requiring operator intervention.
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WHY INVEST IN FLIGHTYIELD?

Increase revenue:
 ⊲ Automated data collection processes 

result in higher invoice accuracy and full 
revenue recovery

 ⊲ Shortened billing cycle — immediate 
invoice creation and faster payments

 ⊲ Proven track record of increased accuracy 
and improved revenue streams.

Decrease costs:
 ⊲ More efficient operations through 

improved data integrity, process accuracy, 
and removal of inconsistencies and errors

 ⊲ Reduce your customer support by giving 
customers access to FlightYield GO to 
view their billing information and perform 
common tasks  

 ⊲ Improve cashflow — timely payment 
reduces reliance on debt or cash reserves.

Improve customer satisfaction:
 ⊲ Invoices are processed faster so payments 

are correct and timely

 ⊲ Optimise yield on ATC investments by 
correctly invoicing for services

 ⊲ Your customers can easily access 
information online when they need it.

Scenario modelling:
 ⊲ A new charging policy can be applied 

to existing data to forecast the potential 
revenue for a change in policy.

Innovative pricing policies:
 ⊲ The system can generate charges based 

on specific airspace elements used, 
allowing ANSPs to establish transparent 
investment recovery options

 ⊲ FlightYield can be configured to reflect 
different aircraft capabilities, allowing 
ANSPs to offer differentiated charges 
based on services provided.

FlightYield GO 
With FlightYield GO, our cloud-based 
web application, your customers will 
enjoy easy, transparent online access for 
their most frequent queries. 

Empower your customers by providing 
them online access to their invoices and 
data to review and query easily and 
quickly — reducing the cycle of invoice 
queries and payment delays.

FlightYield GO enables your customers to:

 ⊲ view provisional and sent invoices

 ⊲ view their aircraft and request 
updates (e.g. weight changes)

 ⊲ raise objections to charges.

¹Data accurate prior to COVID-19.

How FlightYield works:

FlightYield processes approximately 
USD $4.2 billion per year in revenue 
across all of our users.¹



FLIGHTYIELD:  
AN AIRWAYS SOLUTION
FlightYield is developed by Airways,  
New Zealand’s air navigation services provider 
which manages around 30 million km² of 
controlled airspace.

Airways has extensive experience in developing 
and deploying FlightYield technology, both in 
New Zealand and internationally. ANSPs using 
this solution have reported higher returns 
and lower costs as a result of implementing 
FlightYield.

Contact us now to talk about how FlightYield 
can help your organisation.

Talk to us today
international@airways.co.nz 

www.airways.co.nz


